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Fluorescence detection of single molecules using
pulsed near-field optical excitation and time correlated photon counting
W. Patdck Ambrose*,Peter M. Goodwin*,John C. Martini, and RichardA. Keller*
Los Alamos NationalLaboratory,Los Alamos, NM 87545
_,BSTRACT
Pulsed excitation, time correlated single photon counting and time gated
detection are used in near-field optical microscopyto enhance fluorescence images
and measure the fluorescencelifetimesof singlemoleculesof Rhodamine6G on silica
surfaces. Time gated detectionis used to rejectprompt scatteredbackgroundand to
improve the image signal to noise ratio. The excited state lifetime of a single
Rhodamine 6G molecule is found to depend on the positionof the near-field probe.
We attribute the lifetime variations to spontaneousemission rate alterations by the
fluorescence reflectedfrom and quenchingby the aluminumcoated probe.
2. INTRODUCTION
Single molecule detection (SMD) sensitivity was reported recently by two
groups using fluorescencenear-field scanningopticalmicroscopy(NSOM).I. 2 NSOM
is a scanned probe microscopyusing a subdiffractionlimit optical aperture in close
proximityto a surface. SMD spatial resolutionhas been as high as 50 nm1 to 90 nm2.
Single molecule detection was achieved using NSOM under ambient conditions
because the small probe area and power of illuminationresulted in a low background
and associatednoise from the probe fiber. The evidencethat single moleculeswere
detected in these experiments included several observations: (1) The number of
fluorescentobjectsobserved was near the correctorder of magnitudefor the expected
surface coverage.1,2 (2) The fluorescencesignalswere within an order of magnitude
of estimates based on values for the photophysicalparameters in solution.1,2 (3)
Photobleachingtimes and efficiencieswere within the previouslyobserved range for
Rhodamine6G (R6G) on silica.1 (4) The characterof photobleaching
2 and fluorescent
imagesI were very differentfrom observationson large numbers of molecules. When
a single molecule is photobleached, the fluorescence signal is constant and then
abruptlydisappears,rather than smoothlydecayingas for large numbersof molecules.
In addition to the complete loss of fluorescenceupon photobleaching,there are also
fluctuationsin the signal from single R6G molecules on silica that are attributedto
small motionsof these molecules.2 Sincethe physicalextent of the probeelectricfield
is -100 times larger than the moleculeor its absorptioncross section,a single pointlike moleculeprobesthe electric field of the lightexitingthe tip and the resultingimage
is a projection of this highly curved field. These tip-field images range from singly
peaked to multiple-lobed,the orientationof which depend on the near- and far-field
polarization.1 In the above experiments,CW excitationof molecularfluorescencewas
used._02

For SMD in liquids, the background was decreased two or three orders of
magnitude, and signal to noise ratio (S/N) was improvedwhen cw excitation3 was
replaced with pulsed excitation, time correlated photon counting (TCPC), and time
gated detection.4 The improvementoccurs because the prompt backgroundscatter
and fluorescence photonsare separated temporallyand much of the backgroundand
the associated noise can be time-gated out of the countingelectronics. In this paper,
NSOM is combined with TCPC and time gated detection to improve the SMD S/N
ratio. The improved SIN allows more reliable and repeatable observationsof image
features and physical effects. Also, TCPC is used to measure the fluorescence
lifetimes of single R6G molecules on silica. The fluorescence lifetime of a single
molecule is found to depend on relativepositionbetween the tip and a molecule, but
not input power, tip irradianceor tip temperature. Qualitative features of the lifetime
dependence on tip position and a skewed distributionof double lobed images are
explained by known fluorescence interference and quenching effects near metal
surfaces.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Sample preparation,2 TCPC 4 and NSOM2 were described previouslyin detail,
and are briefly summarized below for the reader. Samples consistedof fused silica
disks spin coated with either 3x10"9 or 10.6 M R6G/methanol solutionsso that the
average R6G spacing was - 1 I_m or-0.07 I_m. Fluorescenceimages of a sample
surface were obtained with NSOM. An NSOM probe is a tapered single mode optical
fiber that has been coated with aluminumand has a small aperture at the tip (100 to
200 nm diameter for this work). To form images, the probe is scanned in close
proximityto a fused silica disk, and optical informationis recorded at each position.
The tip height is controlledto within a few nanometersusing shear force microscopy
(SFM).2 Our microscopeis used in illuminationmode, where laser lightthat is coupled
intothe single mode fiberemerges from the apertureand illuminatesthe surface. The
laser is a mode lockedAr* laseroperatedat 514.5 nm, with an 82 MHz pulse repetition
rate and -150 ps pulse width (FWHM). Fluorescenceexcited from moleculeson the
surface is collected and detected using a photon counting Si avalanche photodiode
(APD).2 In this work, the APD photo-pulses were then counted using TCPC
techniques, as described elsewhere.4 In TCPC the time between _aserpulses and
emitted photons is measured. This timing information is used both to measure
fluorescencedecay times and to rejectpromptscattered lightfor SIN enhancement. In
this experiment, a time-to-amplitudeconverter (TAC) was used to measure the time
between each detected single photon (prompt scatter or delayed fluorescence) and
the excitationlaser pulse. A histogramof the arrivaltimes of fluorescencephotonsis a
fluorescence decay curve, from which the fluorescencelifetimes of single molecules
were obtained. A single channel analyzer (SCA) built intothe TAC was used to gate
photon counting so that prompt scatter was rejected and delayed photons were
counted. For emission rate measurements, two methods were used to count
fluorescence photons:(1) At f:xed tip positions,a multichannelscaler (MCS) was used
to count the time between pairs of detected fluorescencephotons,4 and the average

°

rate was calculated later. (2) For collecting fluorescence images, the SCA-out signal
of the TAC was countedin time intervals20 to 40 ms longusinga conventionalphoton
counter2 and then recordedby the NSOM scanningelectronics.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TCPC histogramsfor an NSOM tip positionedover a single molecule (a), and
over a bare silica surface (b) are shown in Fig. 1. The peak in each trace (positioned
at zero time) is prompt backgroundscattered light. In (b), a weak tail of delayed
backgroundlight extendsbeyond the laser pulse, but is down -- 3 orders of magnitude
from the peak. Since the prompt background is larger than the fraction of the
excitation power expected throughthe long pass spectral filters between the sample
and the detector (< 10"s),2 this backgroundis probablyRaman scattered lightfrom the
•.- 30 cm single mode optical fiber connected to the NSOM tip. In (a), the tail of
fluorescence from a single molecule is approximatelyone order of magnitude larger
per bin than the background tail. The integrated prompt background (12,000
photocounts/sec)is comparableto the integratedfluorescencesignal in the tail (7,000
photocounts/sec), but the background in the tail region is much less (1,400
photocounts/sec). For rejectionof backgroundin emissionrate measurements,a time
windowis set from 0.7 to 10 ns after the peak, and photonsarrivingin this windoware
counted (photons arriving at other times are rejected). Assumingshot noise limited
operation and usingonly the noise in the background(signalcontributionsto the noise
at the peak are ignored),the S/N ratio is - 32 (Hz/nW)1/2 for gated photonsin a 0.7 to
10 ns time window, and 10 (Hz/nW)1/2for ungated photons. Time gating decreases
the backgroundby an order of magnitudeand the noise in the backgroundby a factor
of 3.
The reduction in background noise improves images containing single R6G
molecules, as shown in Fig. 2. Surface plots (a), (b), and (c) were taken in sequence
withthe time gate set to (a) reject promptbackground,(b) includethe background,and
then (c) reject the background again. The fewer number of features in (c), as
compared with (a), results from photobleachingof some of the molecules during
imaging. The backgroundis subtractedin all cases, but is 422 photocounts/40 ms
higher in (b). Note that the noise in the backgroundbetween the fluorescentfeatures
is considerably larger in (b) compared with (a) and (c), and impedes the reliable
identificationof features in this image. The RMS backgroundnoise reduction by a
factor of 3.2 in (a) and (b) allowsfiner detailsto be observedin these images.
Examples of the finer detailsobservable with improvedsignal to noise ratio are
shown in Fig. 3. Two images are shown of the same region of a silica disf_with a
submonolayer coverage of R6G molecules. These two images were obtained with
orthogonal excitationpolarization, as indicated in the caption. Note that the images
contain many double lobed features with an orientation aligned with the field
polarization. This is a demonstrationthat the absorptionby these fluorescentobjects
is polarizationdependent, i.e., they have the lineartransitiondipolecharacterof single

molecules.1 An interpretationof the various image shapes is that the dipoles have
different fixed orientationsand the emission rate is proportionalto the square of the
projectionof the highly curved electricfield ontothe dipole axis.1 The strengthsof the
lobes are not equally distributedtop to bottom (a) and left and right (b), as one might
expect from a statisticaldistributionof orientations,but rather are more peaked on the
bottom in (a) and to the right in (b). The asymmetryin the lobe heights is consistent
with other effects observed below.
TCPC and time gated detection were used also to measure the lifetimes of
individualmolecules. In our first experiments,the tip was positionedover the brightest
part of an image, and TCPC was performed until the molecule photobleached
(observed as an abrupt decrease of the emissionintensityto the backgroundlevel2).
Fluorescence decay curvesfor individualR6G moleculeson silicaare shownin Fig. 4.
To obtainthese curves, a backgroundhistogramis generated also on a bare portionof
the sample, and the backgroundis subtractedfrom the single molecule data before
taking the logarithm. As seen in Fig. 4, the fluorescenceis a single exponentialwhen
the backgroundis subtracted. In these experiments,there appear to be many different
lifetimesfor single R6G moleculeson silica rangingfrom - 1 to 5 ns. For a tip pulled
back - 1 pm from a higher coverage surface (estimatedto have 5.3x1010R6G/cm2 =
5.3x102 R6G/I_m2),the decay curve is a singleexponentialwitha lifetimeof z = 3.7:t:0.3
ns. This value is in agreement with the value of 3.5 ns obtained previously for
conventionalfar-field excitationof R6G on silica,s and will be referredto below as the
bulk lifetime. This implies that all molecules on the surface have the same intrinsic
lifetimeratherthan the 1 to 5 ns distributionof lifetimesdisplayedin Fig. 4. With the tip
engaged with the high coverage surface, the fluorescencedecay then becomes nonexponential (the tip is within - 10 nm of the surface and there are -- 25 moleculesat
differentpositionswithinthe near-fieldregion).
To examine why the single exponential decay curve became nonexponential
when the tip was engaged with the surface with many R6G molecules near the tip,
fluorescence lifetimeswere measuredas a functionof tip positionacross spatiallywell
separated single molecules on a lower coverage surface. Figure 5 shows the
selection of such a molecule and the tip path for position dependent lifetime
measurements. First, an image of a regionwas obtainedas shown in Fig. 5 (a). The
boxed area in (a) is shownas a surface plotin (b). In the upper left part of the boxed
area there is a terminatedfeature reminiscentof a moon on the horizon. We interpret
this as a moleculethat bleached duringone of the line scansin the image (seen as an
abrupt loss of signal to the backgroundduringa scan in Fig. 5 (b)). Other molecules
have intensityfluctuationssuchas the feature in the lowerrightcorner of (a) that has a
dark line throughthe lower lobe and the feature in the upper left comer of (a) that has
a noisy appearance. These intensityfluctuationsare probablydue to small motionsof
the molecules that change their orientationand the strengthof their absorption and
emission duringsuccessive scans.2 The feature in the lower rightcorner of the box is
stable and was selected for fluorescence lifetime dependence on tip position. In
contrast to other molecules,this molecule did not photobleachbefore the completion

of the lifetimemeasurementsdescribedbelow.
Figures 6 and 7 show the emission rate and lifetime measurements taken at
fixed positions along the arrow in the plane of Fig. 5 (the tip is engaged with the
surface throughoutthese measurements). The measurementswere performedat two
excitation power levels differingby a factor of 9. In Fig. 6, the emission rate as a
function of position shows the doublet profile taken along the arrow in Fig. 5. The
emission rates approximately scale with the far-field power, indicating that the
irradiance is well belowthe saturationvalue. At each positionof the tip, a decay curve
is generated, the backgroundfrom a bare region is subtracted,and the data are fitted
to a single exponential function. Single exponential decays are found at each
position,but the extractedlifetimesare stronglydependenton the positionof the tip as
shown in Fig. 7. "_helifetimesstart at values well belowthe bulk lifetime(3.7 ns), pass
through and then exceed this value, and begin to fall again on the trailing edge.
(Similartraces are observedin movingfrom leftto rightacrossone of the lobes instead
of both lobes.) The lifetimesdo not depend on the power levels used to make these
measurements,and thereforeare not a functionof the tip irradianceor tip temperature.
The most reasonable conclusionis that the fluorescence lifetime depends on the
positionof a single moleculenear the tip.
Metal surfaces in close proximityto radiatingdipolesare knownto influencethe
fluorescencedecay time strongly,s The results of applyingan approximatetheory;'to
calculate the lifetime of an R6G-like molecule as a function of the distance from a
planar aluminumsurface are shownin Fig. 8. Two distinctphysicalphenomenaoccur.
As the molecule approachesfrom infinity,it is influencedmore and more stronglyby
the reflectedand retardedfield from the metal. Spontaneousemissionis suppressed
or enhanced depending on the phase of the reflectedfield. In the far zone, the lifetime
can have values both shorter and longer than without the metal. As the molecule
approaches to within --50 nm of the metal surface, direct energy transfer from the
molecule to the metal begins to dominate the excited state decay, and the lifetime
approaches zero as --d3. For other metallic structures such as thin filmss and
spheroid@, the two processes,interferencein the far zone and quenchingin the near
zone, are still present, though they may be altered by an order of magnitudeor more.
The simple model in Fig. 8 is sufficientfor illustratingthat very close to the metal
fluorescence is quenched,and at intermediate distancesthe spontaneous emission
may be suppressedso that the lifetimeexceeds the bulk value. The data in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 3 are in agreement withthe qualitativefeatures of Fig. 8.
Since the lifetime is shorterthan the bulk lifetimeon the left side of Fig. 7, the
metal quenching effect is stronger there (perhaps there is an angle between the tip
face and the surface, or a bulge in the metal coating, and the metal is closer to the
surface on this side of the image). In the middleof Fig. 7, the lifetimeexceeds the bulk
lifetime;and reflected wave interferenceeffects must dominate. The half width of the
images in this work are - 100 nm, whichis approximatelythe physicalaperture radius.
The phase change for a reflected and retarded wave may be on the order of 180
degrees for a moleculein the middleof sucha metal structure,and it is reasonableto
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suppose that spontaneousemissionsuppressionand longer lifetimescouldresult. In
examiningFig. 3 (a), the distributionof doubletswas foundto be peaked more strongly
on the lower lobe. This may be a result of the strongquenchingby the metal on the
upper side, which reduces the quantum efficiencyfor emission and the signal size.
(The dipole orientation leading to the roughlyequal strengthsof the lobes in Fig. 6
would probably have resultedin a strongeremissionon the upper lobe in the absence
of quenching.) In Fig. 4, the tip was positionedover the brightest part of a single
molecule image. Since this positiondepends on the orientationof the molecule,the
measurements were made on moleculesin differentpositionsrelativeto the tip, which
resulted in the differentlifetimesfound in these initialexperiments.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstratedthat pulsed excitation and time gated detection are
useful for improvingthe S/N in NSOM since the backgroundis aominated by prompt
Raman scatteringin the probe opticalfiber. ImprovedS/N led to clearer imagesof the
tip electricfield, as probed by single R6G point dipoles. The fluorescencelifetimesof
single R6G molecules on silica are found to vary with the lateral displacementof a
molecule relative to the center of the tip. A likelyexplanationis that interferenceand
quenchingeffects by the metal coatingon the tip altersthe emissionrate and lifetime.
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Figure 1. Time correlatedsingle photoncounting histogramstaken (a) over a single
Rhodamine 6G molecule, (b) over bare substrate.The excitationpower emerginginto
the far-field was 33 nW.
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Figure 2. Noise reductionin fluorescence NSOM images using pulsed excitation and
time gated detection. A sequence of fluorescenceimages were collectedin the same
regionof the sample by countingphotons[(a) and (c)] in a gated time windowof 0.7 to
10 ns after the peak in Fig. 1, or (b) with ungated counting (prompt background
photons included). An increased average background level of 422 photocounts/40
msec has been subtractedfrom (b). The excitationpower measured in the far-field
was 15.6 nW.
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Figure 3.
Field polarization dependence
in images
of single Rhodamine
6G
molecules on silica. The polarization of the excitation light emitted into the far-field is
predominantly
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Figure 4. Fluorescence
decay curves for probe tips fixed in position over different R6G
molecules. The lifetime obtained from a linear fit to each curve is indicated on the left
side of the figure.
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Figure 5. Selection of a single molecule for lifetime dependenceon tip position. (a) is
a 2.6 X 2.7 pm fluorescenceimage. The box in (a) is shownas a surface plot in (b).
The arrows show the path across the doublet image of a single R6G molecule used
for lifetime measurements.
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Figure 6. Emission profiles across the single moleculedoublet in Fig. 5 taken at two
power levels. (a) The far-field power emerging from the tip was 2.5 nW, and (b) was
increased 9 times to 22 nW.
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Two physically distinct phenomena occur when a radiating dipole
approaches a metal surface: (1) the reflected light interacts with the radiator and
results in lifetimes shorter and longer than without the metal, and (2) in the near zone,
the lifetime is dramatically decreased by rapid energy transfer to the metal. The
radiating dipole is (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the surface.
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